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Price: 680,000€  Ref: R4579447

Apartment - Ground Floor

Guadalmina Baja

3

2

174m² Build Size

Pool: Yes

Situated in one of the most sought after developments in Guadalmina Baja/Casasola

and just 750m to the sea. This is a very spacious 3 bedroom ground floor property with a

large semi covered terrace that enjoys direct access to stunning swimming pools and

gardens. The entrance hall leads through to the enormous living area and also a modern

fully fitted kitchen with Siemens appliances and a separate utility room with access to a

rear terrace. The master suite has access to the main terrace and comes with an

en-suite bathroom. Both 2nd & 3rd bedrooms are also spacious and have access to a

rear t...(Ask for More Details!)
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Situated in one of the most sought after developments in Guadalmina Baja/Casasola and just 750m to the

sea. This is a very spacious 3 bedroom ground floor property with a large semi covered terrace that enjoys

direct access to stunning swimming pools and gardens. The entrance hall leads through to the enormous

living area and also a modern fully fitted kitchen with Siemens appliances and a separate utility room with

access to a rear terrace. The master suite has access to the main terrace and comes with an en-suite

bathroom. Both 2nd & 3rd bedrooms are also spacious and have access to a rear terrace. The apartment has

full under floor heating, electric blinds, underground parking and a storage room. The complex is fully gated

with 24h security guards. There is a tennis and padel club just a 3 minute walk away as well as football

facilities. San Pedro de Alcantara is a 4 min drive to the east.
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